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From the physical domain and the type of network, the deployment of video surveillance ip camera
usually can be divided into the workplace monitoring, the park monitoring, metro monitoring, wide
area in the top of the metro monitoring surveillance may involve multiple platform interoperability, a
multi-domainareas. Here to talk about.

Park monitoring

The so-called park, generally refers to a company / unit in a fixed geographic area or a company /
unit, coverage, with multiple buildings, with relative independence and integrity of management,
generally have a certain perimeter ; at the same time has the company / unit of the campus

infrared network camera usually has a physical line in the park. Therefore the most widely used
network video surveillance types, park monitoring to cover enterprise campus, campus parks,
government agencies, parks, prisons, ports, airports and other industry monitoring applications.
Networking monitoring the performance of the combination of different administrative bodies of the
park from the monitoring of the logical domain, such as the school's examination room monitoring
across multiple disciplines, multiple grade.

Workplace monitoring

Monitoring range is relatively small, usually limited to a smaller place or a monomer buildings, a
limited number of camera is relatively concentrated, access methods, and networking is relatively
simple. Such as small supermarkets, hotels, entertainment venues, outlets. ip network camera can
be expressed as the number of supermarkets and hotel together as a unified management of social
resources monitoring.

Metro monitoring

Limited to some areas in the city for park, metro surveillance ip camera coverage broader. Metro
monitor is actually in the IP network technology to monitor the field of development, in the context of
urban public security and urban management increasingly attention, metro monitoring the past two
years become the fastest growing part of the field of IP monitoring. such as the peace Project is the
most typical metro monitoring, such as urban management, urban environmental protection and
monitoring with metro to monitor some of the features. Monitoring network performance can also be
expressed as the interconnection of the different cities to the networking of the different functional
units of the same cities, such as public security and traffic police.
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